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Present-day Problems in Industrial
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By Stanley G. H. Fitch

The title adopted for insertion in the printed announcement
of this meeting prior to the preparation of this paper purposely
allowed wide latitude in the scope and treatment of the subject.
Furthermore, at an informal summer meeting, I hope I may not
be held to a too strict accountability if some of my remarks should
prove to be somewhat irrelevant to the subject.
In selecting for discussion some of the many present-day
problems in industrial accounting, I found it difficult to decide
what problems were of first importance, because so many questions
are continually arising in daily practice which at the instant seem
to hold the centre of interest.
Broadly speaking, most accounting problems which we have
to solve may be viewed from the standpoint of the balance-sheet.
It may be argued that questions relating to the profit-and-loss
statement should be separately grouped, but, after all, any trans
action affecting the profits necessarily affects also some balancesheet item, either an asset or a liability, so that for the purposes of
this paper I propose in general to adhere to the balance-sheet as
the base from which to approach the problems which I have
selected for discussion, out of a great many which might have been
chosen.
The balance-sheet itself as to form and arrangement presents
at once a problem of paramount importance, and in developing the
subject we might naturally proceed to take up questions relating
to the treatment of the several balance-sheet groups. Some may
be wondering how such a treatment of the balance-sheet is going
very far toward the discussion of problems in industrial accoun*An address delivered at the fourth New England regional meeting of the American
Institute of Accountants at Boston, Massachusetts, June 5, 1922.
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ting, so here I might say that cost accounting, a highly important
branch of industrial accounting, involving the application of
overhead expense to the cost of product, has a direct effect upon
the subject of inventory valuation, which brings us back at once to
the balance-sheet. This topic will receive further attention later
in this article.
Form of Balance-sheet
Much has been written on the subject of a standard form of
balance-sheet, but a casual reference to a few forms prepared by
banks and bankers, which have been selected at random, discloses
a striking lack of uniformity among those commonly used.
I should like to put the following question: In submitting a
certified balance-sheet should the accountant follow the form
prescribed by the client’s bank or by the broker who handles his
paper, or should he adopt a form of his own, which in his
judgment, owing to the peculiar circumstances of the case, sets
forth clearly the client’s financial condition, with particular
emphasis upon certain outstanding features disclosed by the audit ?
I do not propose to answer that question, but for the
purpose of laying the foundation for discussion, which I hope will
follow, I shall mention some of the significant variations in three
selected balance-sheet forms, designated for convenience as “A”,
“B” and “C”.

Current Assets:
Balance-sheet “A” classifies as current assets, cash, notes and
accounts receivable, inventories, quickly marketable securities and
notes and accounts due from officers, stockholders and employees.
Balance-sheets “B” and “C” include as current all of the foregoing
assets except notes and accounts receivable from officers, stock
holders and employees. Such items in many instances may be
slow in realization, but in the other cases they may be quick
assets and, for the purpose of setting forth the assets available
for meeting current liabilities, they should be included under those
conditions as current assets.
Balance-sheets “A” and “B” make no provision for subdividing
the asset items for notes, accounts receivable, merchandise or
securities, so as to show what has been pledged as security for
loans, while balance-sheet “C” assembles in a separate group all
pledged current assets (notes and accounts receivable, acceptances,
merchandise and securities). This arrangement shows at a glance
2
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the total amount of such assets pledged but, on the other hand,
makes it impossible without recasting the balance-sheet to state
the total amount of each asset, pledged and unpledged. Balancesheet “A” very properly indicates that reserves for bad debts,
discounts, allowances, etc., should be deducted from the asset,
while balance-sheets “B” and “C” provide for reserves upon the
liability side of the balance-sheet. Inasmuch as the purpose of
the balance-sheet is to show the net amount likely to be realized
from the liquidation of any current asset, the former method is
to be preferred.
Balance-sheet “A” does not provide, however, for a separate
classification of notes and accounts due from controlled or sub
sidiary concerns, and, while such a subdivision is made on balancesheets “B” and “C,” the items are not classified as current assets.
It may be pertinent to remark, however, that a scrutiny of the
balance-sheets of the subsidiaries might disclose that the balances
due the parent company were offset almost wholly by current
accounts and notes receivable from customers, so that in reality
the balances due from the subsidiaries on the parent company’s
books actually represent assets more “current” from the stand
point of quick realization in cash than inventories classified as
current assets on the balance-sheet forms in question.

Current Liabilities:
All three balance-sheets (“A,” “B” and “C”) include as
current liabilities notes payable, accounts payable and accrued
items (taxes, interest, etc.), while on balance-sheets “B” and “C”
are set forth as separate items dividends declared and payable.
Balance-sheets “A” and “B” clearly indicate the separation of
notes payable as unsecured and secured respectively, but the
amounts are grouped so as to show the total notes payable, while
balance-sheet “C” shows notes payable, secured by notes receivable,
accounts receivable, trade acceptances, merchandise and securities
as a separate group. This arrangement is open to the same criticism
as applied to the relative pledged assets: that it does not disclose
at first glance the aggregate of an important liability, viz., notes
payable, including both unsecured and secured notes.
It is worthy of note also that in balance-sheets “B” and “C,”
notes and accounts payable to controlled or subsidiary concerns
are included in current liabilities, while, as previously mentioned,
notes and accounts receivable of similar concerns are excluded
3
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from current assets. If such accounts and notes payable by the
parent company to the subsidiaries represent deferred liabilities,
they can properly be excluded from the current liability
classification.
Fixed Assets:
While the three balance-sheets under discussion differ as to
degree of detail in stating the fixed assets, there are two important
variations calling for comment: first, balance-sheet “A” provides
for the deduction from the fixed assets of the reserve for
depreciation, while balance-sheets “B” and “C” indicate no such
application of depreciation reserves in reduction of the respective
assets but show the reserves on the liability side of the balancesheet. The former method is to be preferred in that it shows at
once the net book value of the fixed assets and precludes the
inclusion of the reserves with surplus. Secondly, on balance-sheet
“A” goodwill is deducted from the total of capital stock and
surplus in stating net worth, while on balance-sheets “B” and “C”
goodwill is shown in the usual way on the asset side of the balancesheet. In some circumstances, where goodwill is carried at an
inflated value, the former method would no doubt be justifiable,
but in other cases, where goodwill has a clearly demonstrated
value, the virtual writing off of the goodwill value would be far
from a correct procedure.
Other comparisons could be drawn from the balance-sheet
forms under discussion, but enough has been said to show clearly
the need for further development toward standardization.
I might add that the balance-sheet forms selected for compari
son could in no way be classed as freaks; they were issued by
three leading banks. If any attempt had been made to analyze
the variations in form shown by some less carefully prepared
balance-sheets, even more striking inconsistencies would have
been disclosed.
I believe that public accountants and bankers both realize the
advantages that would accrue to all parties at interest if a form
of balance-sheet could be evolved which would be accepted gen
erally as standard. An interesting announcement appeared in the
bulletin of the American Institute of Accountants, dated May 15,
1922, to the effect that a committee of the Robert Morris Asso
ciates (an organization of credit-men of banks) was recently
appointed to investigate the question of closer cooperation with
4
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public accountants. This was followed by the appointment of a
committee of the American Institute to meet and act with the
representatives of the Robert Morris Associates. I venture to
express the hope that one result of the contemplated joint work
of the two committees may be some contribution toward the
standardization of balance-sheets.
Valuation of Inventories

The valuation of the inventory at the balance-sheet date
determines to a great extent the profit or loss for the prior fiscal
period and the financial condition at the close. Consequently, the
inventory is rightly subject to close scrutiny on the part of those
concerned in granting credit on the basis of the balance-sheet
submitted.
Some of the questions usually asked are these:
Was a physical inventory taken or does the inventory reported
represent a book balance with or without supporting perpetual
inventory records ?
If a physical inventory was taken, did the auditor assist in or
supervise the actual counting, weighing and listing of the stock?
How was the inventory valued, i.e., at cost or at cost or market
whichever was lower?
How were cost values and market values ascertained and does
the company operate a cost system?
Were the calculations and footings carefully checked to obviate
clerical errors, which, while unintentional, have the same effect
as deliberate falsification of the inventory?
And, finally, to what extent did the auditor verify the work of
the client’s force, and how far is he responsible for the value
reported ?
The manner in which the inventory is shown on the balancesheet, in conjunction with the auditor’s certificate thereto, should
be a satisfactory answer to the last question.
Cost Accounts in Relation to Inventories
I cannot, however, dismiss the inventory problem without some
particular reference to cost accounting in its relation to inventory
valuation. We all admit that in ascertaining costs, an allowance
for overhead should be included and opinion is fairly unanimous
that overhead so included should be limited to that relating to
manufacturing or production, as distinct from selling and general
expenses. But in times of depression, overhead costs soar, while
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the increase in direct costs is relatively small. In the case of
merchandise manufactured under such conditions, should it be
inventoried at actual cost, which means virtually the absorption
of losses directly attributable to idle capacity?
Aside from the accounting aspect of the case, what is the
effect on the balance-sheet offered for credit purposes ? Balancesheets of borrowers are now perhaps more than ever before subject
to searching scrutiny by bankers and credit-men, and in a great
number of cases their attention is focused upon the inventory as
the key to the borrower’s financial condition. The familiar phrase
describing the valuation of the inventory as “cost or market
whichever is lower” may possess special significance. What does
“cost” mean, especially with reference to finished product manu
factured when production is far below normal? Does “cost”
mean that actual overhead charges have been loaded upon the
merchandise, thereby inflating the book value by inclusion of
unearned overhead which should have been charged to profit-andloss ? Is it truthful to say “merchandise is valued at cost,” when
in effect the inventory includes deferred charges to profit-and-loss,
which should have been written off in the period just closed,
instead of being carried forward as a burden to be taken up in
the ensuing periods ?
The answer is “No.” In my opinion the solution is the use of
normal or standard costs for inventory valuations. Then the
merchandise can be fairly valued and the loss arising from idle
plant can be ascertained and intelligently treated.
Obviously the only fair cost to use in the valuation of an
inventory is a normal or standard cost. If that basis has been
used, supported by details drawn from the cost records, the
borrower will be in a strong position to maintain his credit with
his banker, while if the other basis has been used, i.e., inflated
values arising from excessive overhead in costs, the credit-man’s
mind is at once charged with doubt as to the soundness of the
borrower’s balance-sheet.
Inclusion

Interest on Capital in Cost, and the
Effect on Inventory Values

of

I do not propose to start any argument as to whether or not
interest on capital should be included in costs, but to point to a
practical difficulty which is encountered when such interest is
included in costs. By interest on capital, I mean interest com
6
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puted on capital invested in the assets employed by a manufac
turing plant, which is charged to manufacturing costs and credited
to income or to profit-and-loss; in other words, an imaginary
transaction and not an actual outlay.
In the operation of a highly developed cost system, which
recognizes interest on capital as an element of cost, it is customary
to allocate to each manufacturing department its proportion of
such interest and to include that interest in the departmental over
head which is distributed to production centres or to individual
machines. Such overhead (including interest) is absorbed in the
cost of the product which passes through the several departments.
Consequently, if we take as an example a finished machine, the
product of a textile machinery plant, the cost is represented by
the aggregate of the costs of a multiplicity of parts, made in
different departments, including a proportion of the charges for
interest on capital allotted to the respective departments but merged
with other overhead charges.
If the interest charge is allowed to remain in the cost of that
machine for inventory purposes, we have an inflated value arising
from the inclusion of an unrealized profit. That truth, I believe,
is generally recognized by the proponents as well as the opponents
of interest as an element of cost. In arriving at a proper inventory
basis there remains, then, only one further step, and that is to
eliminate the interest from the cost of the finished product. That
sounds very simple, but actually it is practically impossible, because
the identity of the interest charges has been lost in the distribution
of the overhead, and the process can be reversed only with extreme
difficulty. I have seen detailed instructions, accompanying most
excellent cost systems, for the inclusion of interest in cost, but I
have never seen similar detailed instructions for the elimination of
said interest from the cost of the finished product, if such be
required.
Purchase Commitments for Future Delivery
Recently many losses entailed in deflating inventory values
were recognized and taken into account in preparing annual
balance-sheets, but other similar losses arising from purchase
contract commitments for future delivery could only be
approximated.
During the period of deflation in commodity prices, through
which we have just passed, great stress was rightly laid upon the
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borrower’s purchase commitments and their probable effect upon
his ability to meet his obligations or perhaps even his prospects of
continuing in business. In order to obtain supplies of materials
it was necessary to make purchase contracts, and in a period of
falling prices losses were in many cases unavoidable. Bankers
justly required full information bearing upon the borrower’s
liabilities of that nature.
With the return to a period of stable prices, losses on commit
ments become less a cause for anxiety. We as accountants face
the problem as to what extent we shall inquire into and report
upon purchase commitments which are made in the ordinary
course of business. One banker expressed the opinion that he
was not interested in contracts made under such conditions; but
others held opposite views.
Obligations of the Auditor Under Bond Indentures,
Capital Stock Issues, Etc.

The public accountant must always be on the alert for clauses
in bond indentures and capital-stock certificates, which delegate
to him definite responsibilities. Certified statements are frequently
required under such conditions, but a study of the documents may
develop the need for a legal interpretation of the meaning of a
clause which may be construed in more than one way. Whose
advice shall the auditor take in order to meet his responsibilities
intelligently and properly ?
In one case recently under consideration the definition of
“quick assets” required careful interpretation. In another case
the basis of the inventory valuation, as set forth in the indenture,
could be construed in more than one way. In a third case the
auditor was charged with the responsibility of determining what
constituted “adequate” depreciation before certifying the profits
available for dividends, and in a lean year he was forced to take
issue with the corporation officers. The foregoing illustrations
demonstrate the need that the auditor inform himself as to what
his responsibilities are before he affixes his signature to a
certificate.
Form of Balance-sheet Certificate
A serious problem which I believe we shall always have to
face is the use of the qualified certificate. The ideal conditions
leading up to an unqualified certificate cannot always be realized.
But the practice of issuing a statement which is merely a con
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densed copy of a trial balance, with a certificate stating in effect
that the balances agree with the books and have not been otherwise
verified, should in my opinion be discouraged, not because the
accountant says he has done anything which he has not done, but
because of the failure of many bankers and business men to read
the certificate and to understand its significance. They see merely
a balance-sheet statement over the auditor’s signature and assume
that it is an audited statement.
Not long ago, a banker expressed himself as unable to under
stand why a certain corporation had gone into the hands of a
receiver within three months after issuing a satisfactory statement
of condition over an auditor’s certificate. Upon inquiry as to
the form of certificate, the statement was produced which showed
a “certificate” to the effect that the statement was only a con
densed copy of the trial balance and that no audit whatever had
been made. The fact was that the banker either did not read the
certificate or did not realize its significance.
Our hope for a greater opportunity for service lies in educa
tional propaganda to the end that the business community may
realize more fully the value of the accountant’s work and the
importance of reading what the accountant states over his
signature.
Conflict between Established Accounting Procedure
and Federal Tax Regulations
A problem which is only indirectly related to the balance-sheet
is the conflict between established accounting procedure and
federal tax regulations.
Many of us have frequently been asked by clients for counsel
as to the advisability of adjusting their books to conform to the
results of audits of tax returns according to federal tax regula
tions. Charges for depreciation and repairs have been a constant
cause of dispute between the taxpayer and the treasury depart
ment, resulting in disallowances of such charges in many cases.

Should the asset account, surplus account and depreciation reserve
account then be adjusted upon the books? Obviously the book
keeping would be simplified for future years by maintaining only
one set of accounts, without the necessity of reconciling annually
the figures shown by the books with those shown by the tax
returns. On the other hand established bookkeeping procedure,
9
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adopted for valid business reasons, would thereby be upset and
valuable comparisons rendered impossible.
One client who adopted the “cost or market” basis for his
inventory decided to abandon the “cost” basis for bookkeeping,
although that basis had been followed for years. He soon found,
however, that to operate his cost system using cost or market was
a complicated matter. The solution seems to me to be to keep the
accounts on a cost basis and to make annual adjustments in the
aggregate if it is desired to bring the accounts finally to a basis of
“cost or market.”
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